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7th Grade Journal Entries
ALL ENTRIES ARE DUE APRIL 3RD. Please hand in the entries early if you finish before this date.
Here is a list of the Quarter 3 Journal entries. I am giving them to you ahead of time so you have
plenty of time to work on them. As we often do not have nightly homework, you should be spending
those nights ‘off’ to be working on your entries.
Journal Entries - Ms. Gale's 7th Grade english
These 7th-grade writing prompts (or seventh grade essay topics) are written for students in grade
seven. They are free to use under a Creative Commons License. Want more ideas? Click the
"categories" tab at the top of the screen, or visit the homepage.
7th Grade Writing Prompts & Essay Topics
Journal Entries - 4th nine weeks 1. Describe the perfect spring day. 2. On a nice day, look up at the
sky, and describe what the clouds look like. 3. What is your goal for the 4th nine weeks? 4. What is
one lesson/activity/project you have completed in 7th grade that you will never forget? (It can be
from any 7th grade class) 5.
* Journal Entry Questions - 7th Grade Read/Write
Use these brand new journal prompts for 7 th graders to help your students better understand their
thoughts, clarify their emotions, and articulate their opinions in a healthy, constructive way! 7th
Grade Writing Prompts. Do you enjoy public speaking? Why or why not? Which is more
important—book smarts or people smarts? Why?
7th Grade Writing Prompts: 32 New Ideas - journalbuddies.com
The New School of Lancaster Pennsylvania Middle School, Seventh and Eighth Grade Classroom
Journal Entries 2018-2019 - New School of Lancaster 7th and 8th Grade About Us
Journal Entries 2018-2019 - New School of Lancaster 7th ...
Niani, 1324, Morning. Today we set of accompanying Mansa Musa on his hajj. We all had to wake
early to get a fresh start. I have see that there is an astonishing number of people and animals
going, it appears over 50,000 people but that is a rough estimate.
Journal Entry #1 - 7th Grade Social Studies
As seventh graders get ready to transition into their turbulent teenage years, it’s incredibly
important for teachers to do everything they can to keep their students focused and grounded.
Seventh grade is a very stressful year for many students—they may feel a newfound sense of
maturity and pride, but they also will likely feel the burdens of new expectations and greater
responsibilities.
30 Writing Prompt Ideas for 7th Grade Writers ...
7th Grade Social Studies: About Contact Rome Byzantine Western Europe Africa Journal Entries
Japan Renaissance Cairo,1324, Morning ... Africa Journal Entries Japan Renaissance Cairo,1324,
Morning We have seen many amazing things and learned so much, I am glad I could remember all
this. ...
Journal Entry #6 - 7th Grade Social Studies
journal writing prompts. 5. Write about your favorite childhood toy. journal writing prompts. 6. Write
out the best or the worst day of your life. 7. Finish this thought: if I could change one thing about
myself (if you can't think of anything, you might want to consider telling how you got to be perfect!)
8.
180 Journal Writing Prompts: Enough for Every Day of the ...
4. Write a journal that begins with the following words… “The weirdest person I know is...” 5. Write
a journal that begins with the following words… “Sometimes I get angry and I just need to relax...”
6. Tell me all about one of your first memories from school. 7. Describe a movie you recently saw.
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8.
Journal Prompts - MR. MARTIN'S 8TH GRADE LANGUAGE ARTS PAGE!
As we began discussing Double-Entry Journals in class today, I explained that Double-Entry Journals
are another form of Analytical Writing which we have written over the past semester. I reminded
students that when theywrite, they need to appear as the expert in the field - in this case, the
novel, Tangerine.Therefore, that is why they should avoid, “I think…” “I believe..”
Seventh grade Lesson Double Entry Journals | BetterLesson
 7th Grade World History. We will be studying World History from the 1600's to present day. The
following are the units that we are covering: Colonial Expansion; ... Write a journal as if you were
living during the Industrial Revolution. (10 sentences) Thursday. T.B.D.
7th Grade - Middle History
Double-Entry Journals What Is It? Students can use a double-entry journal to help them study
concepts or vocabulary, express opinions, justify an opinion using text, and understand or respond
to the text they are reading. The double-entry journal is a two-column journal.
Double-Entry Journals - TeacherVision
Journal Prompts: CAHSEE English. Perhaps a good habit to get our students into is the habit of daily
writing. Just like the Read-180 students are asked to read silent for 20 minutes a day, maybe the
CAHSEE students could start each class period with a Sustained Silent Writing period. Below are
some journal prompts to get you started.
JOURNAL Prompts - ESUHSD
As always, The Teacher's Corner is looking for ways to make your life easier. We hope that our
newest addition, “Daily Writing Prompts,” does just that. On as many days as possible, we have
selected an event from our monthly event calendars to be the focus of the writing prompt. These
writing prompts can be used in a number of ways:
Daily Writing Prompts - The Teacher's Corner
Mrs. Ray's Online Classroom. Search this site. 6th Grade Keyboarding 7th Grade Keyboarding ...
Journal entries are worth 5 points each. Entries will be a paragraph consisting of at least ... Oct. 1:
Compare and contrast 6th and 7th grade. ...
Writing Prompts - Mrs. Ray's Online Classroom
Answer questions about today's lesson under the headings: WHO, WHAT, WHERE, WHEN, WHY, and
HOW. What questions were still unanswered at the end of class
Math Journal Prompts/ Exit Slips for Middle School Students
8th Grade Science. Menu. Journal Entries . 4th Quarter Journal 1. Current event: Supernova sun
combo 2. Current event: What actually killed the dinosaurs? 3. Current event:Tiny species of
human. 4. Jane Goodall interview: Read the interview. select 5 important quotes. Write each quote
in your journal an explain why your think it is important.
Journal Entries - 8th Grade Science
Spelling Grade 1. Spelling Grade 2. Spelling Grade 3. Spelling Grade 4. Spelling Grade 5. More
Spelling Worksheets. Chapter Books. Bunnicula. Charlotte's Web. Magic Tree House #1. Boxcar
Children. More Literacy Units. Science. ... This page contains creative journal writing prompts for
students.
Creative Writing Journal Prompts - SuperTeacherWorksheets
journal entries for 8th graders.pdf FREE PDF DOWNLOAD NOW!!! Source #2: journal entries for 8th
graders.pdf FREE PDF DOWNLOAD Diary - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
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